Flowchart 1 - How a care home can assess suitability of a patient’s own drugs no longer
required by them to store for re-use during the COVID 19 pandemic
Note: This document can ONLY be used if the Care Home has agreed to participate in the medicines re-use
scheme during COVID 19 Pandemic

TRIGGER: When a resident’s medicines are no longer needed by them e.g. the prescriber
stopped the medicines OR the patient has passed away

Check if any of the medicines are on the Re-use List

NO

Dispose of the
medicines using
the usual Care
home process

YES

Check if there is documentation that the resident
has agreed to have their medicines reused

NO

YES

Go through EACH medicine and check that it meets ALL FOUR
required suitability CRITERIA for re-use
 Is the medicine in an unopened pack or untampered blister pack
 Is the medicine in date
 Has the medicine been stored in line with the manufacturer’s
recommendations, including refrigeration where required?
 Has the medicine been prescribed by a registered prescriber?

NO

The medicine
is NOT suitable
for reuse

YES

*The medicine is suitable for use in the re-use scheme*
Take the following actions to ensure the medicine is safe before using





If the medicines belonged to a patient who is COVID19 +ve OR has symptoms of COVID19, ensure
that usual infection control and prevention measures are taken and put the medicines in a sealed
bag for 3 DAYS before using them
If the medicine belonged to a patient that has passed away, put medicines in a sealed bag for 7 DAYS
before using them in case there is a CORONER’s request
In all other circumstances the medicines are ready to be stored away in the care home



Where the medicine is a controlled drug, all applicable safe storage and documentation measures
Forapply
each medicine that is suitable for reuse (after the quarantine time is completed where needed)
1. Contact a registered healthcare professional to check the medicine (such as care home nurse, GP or
pharmacist) in person or via video call.
2. Complete SECTION 1 of “Re-use of Medicine Logs” to document the receipt of the medicines as
medicines for re-use. Each drug named on the list should be recorded on a separate sheet.
Controlled drugs must also be recorded and checked in line with usual processes in the care home.
3. Put the medicine in a sealed bag and mark it as “patient returns for re-use”. Do not remove
dispensing label as it may have important information about how to use the medicine
4. Store the medicine in the agreed designated storage space, but separate from other medicines
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Flowchart 2 – How to access medicines (from the re-use list) when needed URGENTLY by a
patient as part of the DHCS medicines re-use scheme during the COVID 19
Note: This document can ONLY be used if the Care Home has agreed to participate in the medicines re-use
scheme during COVID 19 Pandemic

TRIGGER:  Medicines URGENTLY needed by a resident AND
 Medicine UNAVAILABLE or SUPPLY is not possible within the time frame
via the usual supply process
Speak to Pharmacy team or Prescriber (e.g. GP) to agree a plan

Is there a suitable alternative medicine or formulation?

YES

Prescribe suitable
alternative

NO

Check if there is documentation that the resident has agreed to
receive re-used medicines AND there is re-use stock available

NO

Speak to Pharmacy team
or Prescriber (GP) to
agree a suitable plan

YES

*The resident can get URGENT supply via the
Medicines Re-use Scheme*
1. Ask the prescriber to prescribe the medicine and give the
prescription to the care home if on site, or scan and email
a copy to the designated care home email address (NOT
an EPS Token).
2. Use a red pen to mark the prescription as “Authority to
administer re-used medicines, NOT for dispensing”
3. Check the person’s name, drug, dose, route and strength
against the prescription. Update the MAR chart (paper or
electronic), in line with the direction from the prescriber.
The new record should be checked for accuracy and
signed by a second trained and skilled member of staff
before it is first used. The prescriber does not need to sign
the MAR chart. Keep the prescription with the MAR
chart.

FURTHER
SUPPLIES
NEEDED

If further supplies
are required after
the urgent need,
arrange for an
additional
prescription to be
dispensed by usual
routes
(as soon as is
feasible for items in
short supply
nationwide)

*The patient is now ready to receive the medicine from the re-use list*
1. Take the medicine needed out of the storage place
2. Complete SECTION 2 of “Re-use Medicine logs” to check out the medicines from the stock. Each drug
named on the care home re-use medicines list should be recorded on a separate sheet. The controlled
drug (CD) book will also need updating for re-used CDs.
3. Administer the medicines according to prescription instructions & record on the MAR chart as usual
4. Return the unused medicines back to its storage place.
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